
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

________________ islands were seen and named.1. (several/other)Several other

The young wife had grown paler, but her _____________ eyes had gained
a more confident, resolute expression.
2.

(blue/clear)
clear blue

The ______________ fabric fairly shouted responsibility at him.3.
(great/whole)

whole great

She saw before her a country road in full summer time; the sun was
shining, the birds were singing, the trees covered with their
_______________ leaves-everything appeared happy and joyful.

4.

(bright/green)
bright green

This evening he came to an _____________ camp.5. (Indian/old)old Indian

For a moment he paused there, the wind blowing his ____________ locks
about his head, and twisting into grotesque and fantastic folds the nameless
horror of the dead man's shroud.

6.

(long/gray)

long gray

This happened more frequently as they continued their journey, and the
______________ man's illness increased.
7.

(poor/little)poor little

We resolved to try a ________________ influence at court.8. (new/political)new political

When the youth entered he found ________________ chambers, each
one finer than the last.
9.

(many/splendid)
many splendid

The former she will regard as the result of fortune; the latter she would
feel as her ___________ disgrace.
10.

(own/deep)own deep

The moral character and conduct of the hostile sects appear to have been
governed by the ______________ principles of nature and religion: but a very
material circumstance may be discovered, which tended to distinguish the
degrees of their theological faith.

11.

(common/same)

same common

His misfortune was that he lacked ___________________ qualifications
which a greater founder of colonies needed to possess.
12.

(certain/definite)
certain definite
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It is a privilege he shares with ____________ artists.13. (few/other)few other

You are really an exceptionally _________________ woman.14.
(young/sensible)

sensible young

Both were possessed of ________________ endowments.15.
(natural/great)

great natural

I stopped using that years ago, but there were a __________ sheets and
envelopes left in the old desk.
16.

(few/odd)
few odd

We got eight jolly ____________ ones.17. (good/long)good long

He scowled for a moment at Tom with a pair of ____________ eyes.18.
(great/red)

great red

Many employers came into the _____________ category.19. (same/black)same black

Here is a ______________ bird nestled down in the toe of your shoe!20.
(dear/little)

dear little
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